
Keeps the wheels rolling.



TEMP SERVICE

BY CHOOSING OUR SERVICES you will be offered flexibility, and getting skilled workers to your 

company will be ensured exactly then, when you are in need of labor. We seek professionals 

of different branches for different duties according to needs of the client. Together with your 

company, we define a profile and a job description of a person you are looking for. Because 

we have a large network of professionals from different areas, we guarantee that we will find 

exactly the right person for you – taking the resources of your company into consideration.

AFTER WE HAVE FOUND A RIGHT PROFESSIONAL, we will take care of the worker’s contract of 

employment, payment of wages and salaries, occupational health care and all statutory 

obligations of the employer as well.

TRADES Vilaza trades workforce to you,  

when you most need it. 

SEEK With out innovatic recruiting system 

we keep continuously seeking cabable and 

professional crew.

GLOBAL Our thought is that work dosen’t  

have any borders in the global world. We offer 

labour to employer and work for jobseeker.  

Possibilitys are limitless! 

Vilaza UAB is a Lithuanian company specialized in 
staffing and assignments. We assist, when labor is 
needed in the food, metal, electronics and precious 
metals industries of the Nordic countries.
Our office is located in Gargždai town in Lithuania.

We offer staff to our clients both for 
temporary and short works and even 
longer duration works, depending 
on demand. Our workers come from 
Lithuania and other Baltic countries.

Keeps the wheels rolling.

BRANCHES FOR WHICH VILAZA UAB OFFERS  
ITS SERVICES:

V I L A Z A

www.vilaza.fiKeeps the wheels rolling.

Food industry, with specialisation in fish industry.

Metal industry, welding and shipyards

Data and electronics industries and programming.

Handicrafts and jewel industry and agricultural works

Industry, retail trade and cleaning of restaurants and hotels

Woodworking industry, road transportation and car service



Petri Järvinen 
+358 400 530541
petri.vilaza@gmail.com

Kultasepäntie 2 
25930 Kasnäs, Finland
www.vilaza.fi

HIRING LABOR OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES:

❯
 SIMPLICITY – no wide and cumbersome application process is needed: we manage 

time-consuming works instead of you and take care of obligations of the employer.

❯
 FLEXIBILITY – we offer workers for a time period for which you need them.  

This way you can provide for the changes on the market.

❯
 SPEED – we supply a lot of labor, and thus we will quickly find a substitute or a 

longer-time professional. We have a large register of professionals in different 

areas at our disposal.

❯
 ASSURANCE – a secure way to find a professional worker, because our company 

performs all the works and obligations involving the search for a worker.

❯
 SAVINGS – there will arise no heavy fixed costs, and by enhancing the functions you 

can concentrate on the main business of your company.


